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FOREWARD

Although all of the techniques described in this book
have been field-tested and should work therefore as
described, neither the Author nor the Publisher
assumes any responsibility what$oever, either real or
implied, for any consequences, damages, claims or
faults resulting from use or misu$e of the information
contained in this'book. No warrahty is offered, either
real or implied, that any of the techniques, informationo
or procedures will perform to anf standard.stated or
implied by the Author and/or Publisher, or conform to
any expectations of the user. 

i

Tough talk, huh? Well, the lawyeris have ways to make
your very words your own enemieb, therefore, the long
disclaimer. This information was assembled from
reference and field research basedl on over 40 sources,
and represents the best of the meftal detector-hoarder-
searcher- survivahst-guerrilla warriior minds.

This is a complete hands-on bbok for anyone who
wants to securely package and burjr just abouianything.
It covers location methods, site dociumentation, stabiliz-
ing perishableso site security, me{al detector strategr,
retrieval techniques, alternate lhides, specifics on
valuable items, and so on. All techrfiques are useable by
the average guy or gal with a hom{ workshop.

I
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j Finally, a sincere thanks to Loompanics for the

{npo.trrt 
ity to revise and expand this book.

Neither the author nor the publisher assumes a
responsibility for the use or misuse of infarmat
cantained in this baok. It is sotrd for entertainm
purposes only! Be Warned!

l
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WH,TT IIO YOU HJTVS TO HIIIE?
i

What do you have to hide? There are four classes of
items:

Prohibited items, like expl$sives, automatic
weapons, controlled subst{nces, silencers,
infernal devices, forged and {ltered I.D., whis-
key stills, videotapes, toxic sribstances, chemi-
cais, and so on. 

i

i

[Jnobtainable-after-the-ci"ash items, like
bullets, bullet molds, primersf(just try to make
ten), smokeless and black powder, weapon
parts, hand,tools, medicines; foodstuffs, pro-
pane, reloading equipment, rlnatches, lighters,
compasses; tents, knives,; sleeping bags,
blankets, petroleum productf, car parts (dis-

tributor caps), spare eyegl{sses, stock fire-
arms, candles, radios, or ririllions of other
manufactured items.

Items that must remain pecret, like code
keys of the, location of youfi better caches,
incriminating evidence (for lyou and against
you), Richard Nixon campaigrf buttons, photos,

I
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videotapes, this book, printing presses and I.D.
duplicating equipment, drug processing equip-
ment, and so on.

Items that can be easily hidden, and easily
stolen, like gold and silver coinage and bar
stock, stock certificates and bonds, currency of
all types, T-bills, family heirlooms with market
value, documents and papers, and address
books. Anything small up to 50 pounds quali-
fies here if it is valuable.

EORIE) ALL THAT
I Flrt) oul- ABguf

This is the short listing. Just imagine what you mi
not want to have around if the Imperial Storm Troope
are coming to lunch. 0r imagine what you'd need if
nearest store was ten years away and the power
out. Try to make an honest list ofiwhat you p
possess that needs hiding. In the process of doing
you will also notice what you might need to get while

SO AFTER I

SH]T, I!-EN
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stores are still open. Make a list of these items also.
0nce you have both lists completed, arrange the items
into the fottowing groups : ILLEA,AI" IINOBTAINABLE,
SECRET, and STEALABLE. Now gq through those four
lists and try to decide if all thdse items are really
essential enough to cache, or if fhey may be hidden
above-ground, or just stored reguldrly. Put a "C", "Hnn, or
'oSo'by each item on the lists. Whilb doing this you may
decide that some items are not evem worth the effort, so
scratch these off. Also notice that "ir.fter the crash" items
may be defended by the simple,method of shooting
everything that rnoves in your area - but only after the
crash, not before!

After the lists are fully sorted, Oe[iOe which items may
be needed on short notice (like $uns and ammo, and
shovels, and code keys to locate tfie other caches), and
which items may be put in morje long-term storage.
Even with tortg-term storage iten{s, try to group these

I
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fpr similar needs. For example, the bullets, primers, and

{owder are stored together (except the primers are
dlways stored separate from the powder) with the
rleloading equipment, the batteries with the flashlight,
dnd so on. Remember too, that reloading requires some
sort of building or secure space, and is not a route-of-
march Wpe of cache item.

Finally, take lists of each group of remaining
and total them up as to size and weight requiremen
and type of storage desired. This little bit of pa
will save you a lot of time h the long run if you
serious about storage. After all lists are annotated,
up the number of cache sites and types of burial
storage containers required, and thbn change your
now if you want, because the next sfep is the buying
preserving. The intelligence/resistdnce crowd has som
good advice for us on the subiect of security;
protect and segregate the smallest possible unit
whatever you are trying to hide. This means onl
enough team members per cell to,carry out the
mission. This means for us that the more caches
better, the more ground between the sites the be
and so on. But remember that you are not a Ca
backhoe. Try to strike an acceptable balance here.
is one more list to write, because there are two Wpes
special caches that need specific items: the bug-o
cache and the defense/survival cache. The bug-
cache is composed primarily of 'supplies needed
travel,like gasoline, spare engine parts, tires, and so
The defense/survival cache is useful if you are cut off
some reason from your main source of supply and
a little something to get you by unlilryou can regain
regular supplies. The two lists should be comp

)

according to specific needs and processed for weight/
size like the other lists.

lt is worth noting that a compqiter program called a

database could save a lot of effort in size/volume
calculationsn sorting, grouping, 4nd supply you with
complete documentation lists of $tt items, grouped by
multiple headings. Consult with]a Commodore user
group in your area to find a "hagker'o who will gladly
enter your data in his/her database for a small fee. The
results are worth the effort, but try to disguise the
listings before you hand them over to the hacker - as

stock tallies or parts inventories - for better data
security on your part.

In this chapter, you have decided what to hide and
how to do it. As one final step befo{e proceeding, trythis
survivalist trick:, Turn off the eleltricity for four days

solid, and put a,red sticker on {very item you found
useful during that period. Essentlal items get a green

sticker, worthless ones a Yellow . List the red/
green stickered ;items and com
This puts the survival question
may bven wish to attempt to re
fourth day (or night) iust to see

limited resources. PerhaPs You
entire bicycle (or at least hic: _-
cache, within easy walking dista
trying this.

to your wish list.
better focus. You

a cache on the
if it can be done on
consider burying an
one), or a gasoline

from home, after

-5



WHEN TO BURY IT

When to bury? All illegal items should be buried
concealed immediately, for obvious reasons. The
priority is secret itenlt, then easily stolen items,
after-the-crash items. Do not put off stockpiling a
concealing after-the-crash items top long, because
things like natural disasters (floods; famine, civil unre
tornadoes, hurricanes, drought, dqclaration of
law, declaration of war) can occuriwith as little as
hours notice, and by then you are probably stuck.
remembers the gasoline crisis that followed im
diately after the Arab oil embargo.

"When to bury?" also refers to,mornin
everting-midnight, Monday-Saturday-Sunday, spri
winter-after the first snowfall, etc. 0[ course, your chr
of burial site will determine most of this, and the
sites are only night-accessible; mo{e on that in cha
three. For instance, though, if winter approaches
the ground is turning to permafrost, spend some ti
digging several shallow caches forrnon-metallic ite
This is simple strategy, iust like not digging during
spring sog, since earth stability will ruin most attem
anyway, iust ask the builders. 0n this same note, if
intend to have a power equipment excavation, check
make sure that county frost laws won't prevent eq
ment access to your site, or soft ground prevent movin

-6- -7 -
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around 0N the site; a two-wheel backhoe is not
invulnerable.

As to time of day, all things being equal, Eddie prefers
midnight to six A.M. on a Sundhy or Monday, since
police log these as the quietestitimes of any patrol
period. 

l

Phase of the moon should dso $e taken into account,
and weather forecasts from the local national weather
bureau affiliate or a local planetarium will supply this
information. By the way, check to see if it will be raining
thenn too. Fog is too freakish to bb relied on (except in
European locations) but makes great cover for early
morning, and it also inhibits sound traveling.



WHENE TO NUNY IT

There are three important points about where
bury:

SECAMTY, qb

ACCESSIBIUW, and
LANDMARKS.

0f these the trickiest is landmarking.

First of all, all humans reqtrire a focus for thei

(1)
(2)
(3)

actions, and anyone who desires to'dig a hole and
something usually picks a likely landmark to put it
Treasure seekers have known this for years, a
immediately search the vicinity of lawn ornamen
gazebos, old oak trees, swing se[s, fenceposts,
houses, ruined chimneys and foundations, and so
This narrows the field of search considerably, ar
increases the odds of detection. It is just possiute ttrat
law enforcement group will concentrate only on a
that are associated with the suspept, namely you,
come up empty-handed if your cache is two llarms
but a random treasure hunter will nail your cache if i
is two feet down and three feet away from the olt
farmers' well pit. This means thatrwhere you bury
related to when you bury and also how and wtrat v

-B- -9-
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bury, because the type of search conducted and the
equipment used will be very sophi$ticated if done within
your own land. Random treasure hunters do not go in
the field with vR detectors and dppth-multipliersland
law office technicians don,t use 

1 
nfO loops for land

searches. The type of approach anp equipment likely to
be used is covered in chaptet siri. OLvious, single, or
human-made landmarks, then, should be avoided'at all
costs. When looking for a possible site, consider the
availability of less-noticeable lairdmarks, like fairly
distant trees that will support' ropes or lines for
landmarking.

Accessibility is the next consideration. The high-
security sites are:all at least a halfimile awav from vour
house/land/officb/stomping grorind. Any plot ,rp to
twenty acres can'be searched up to a depth of ten ieet,
depending on thh size of the ta{get buried, so vour
personal land isi out for all but [[rre towest security
caches. For the urban and subufban survivalist the
cache should be iat least ten mileb from a popuiation
center like a small town, but acces[ible by toio'or three
country trunkline roads, and no imore ihan thirty or
forty miles from home. Access by liittle-traveled roais is
important in times of emergency. 

,

Rather than wAste time lookingi for likely spots, get
copies_of the tofiographical mapsj of the zuriounding
thirty-forty mile radius from a hiklng equipment supp-
lier, state_agency,or the Dept. of th{ tnteiioi. By the way,
you should be familiar with orientir{rg yourself with map
a_nd compass. The book, Be Exfuert With Map Anird
Compass, by Bjorn Kjellstromiand pubtish-ed by
Scribners, is typical of the field; anSf of the army manual
reprints are also good. Get one anid work some of the
book-exercises before you get stuc* in the boonies. Also



useful are "plato' maps showing ownership and some
qurveying landmarks and stadia. Real estate agents

{sually have these, an a county road map is also a good
idea. When making notes or marks on any map do it the
military way and use an overlay. Art supply stores carry
clear acetate or mylar which can be taped or stapled to
the entire top edge of the ffiflp, which will allow it to be
folded up and down over the map.Any drawing is do4
on this surface with a grease pencil or marker (per
ent). This also provides a measure of security since
overlay can be stored separately from the map, or
marked map used as a decoy to searchers. If you
want to learn how to find your way (some survivalist
are) just find where you want to go on the map
where you will be, then place a straightedge over
two points and draw a line. Now u$ing a protractor
the difference in degfees between this line and
magnetic north printed on the map and follow th
heading with your compass to thb desired area,
subtract br add) I B0 degrees toj that heading to
back home again. Look for a forestdd or wilderness
under private control, rough of rocky terrain,
adjacent to swamp, a little-used or full graveyar
desert, a state or county recreation area (but not
historical site), and so on. Eddie:likds the graveyard
for many reasons, but it is tough tq bury in
Pick at least three or four ?reos1 check the routes to
fromo and get ready for a fly-by.

Depending on your cover activity, Saturday or S
morning is a good bet, or anytinne during the day
'oland-hunting," Take the following items:

o canteen with water or whatOver
o candy bar or box lunch

10

)

. insect repeliant
o maps and compass and drawing material
o polaroid camera with film a4rd lens cloth
o coveralls for underbrush pepetration
o long-bladed screwdriver for jprobing
o camouflage netting for coverying car
o 100 ft. measuring tape and fnason's line
o cover activity gear (birdwatdher bird book)
o binoculars !

r pack to carry all this.

As you approach each site for a cursory inspection, do
a routine security check for followers by circling a
county section at,least one mile from your destination
section, After the circle, park an{ look for anyone! If
anyone shows, then drive away fnd go for the next
section, following:the same procedure there too. If you
spot a second car; go to the third, arird so on. Do the other
sections on different days or latrer on. If you see a
familiar car/plate/person, try to dQuble them back and
then follow them to find out who is po madly in love with
You. , j

If all goes well, irs you approach the first clean section
note the road typps on all four sid$s of the section, and
how much discefnible traffic (to{t for tread marks).
When you go in fqr a bury this info{mation is important.
Also try to spot Positions from w1\ictr vehicular traffic
can be observed {rom cover in thF section. Before the
bury these spotp will also be ipportant; mark all
information on the maps as sooni as it is gathered. If
you're observed, act normal - dor|'t eat the maps!

The circle of the section shoul{ have turned up an
access road,like a farmers'tractorlpath, a hunting turn-
out, or old driveway that leads intci the section adiacent

i-|t- j
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!o your target section, since people usually think
dccupants are in the section where the car is.If you can
lnanage it, sometimes it is even better to park in one
dection, walk one section over, and end up in a third
target section. Use some of these tactics now and park
as far in as possible. Get out, and donnt slam the door *
it's a good habit to form. Cover the car with the netti
then sit with your back to a tree for ten minutes or
and take compass readings of where you are,
notes and plan a route into the area. If the site area
very large do careful planning to avoid getting lost.
triangular route with one point on the car usually
best. Soak up the sound of nothing and listen f
problem noises.

Searching for a good cache spot Can now begin.
rnoving around in tfe section use the rules found in
next chapter on movement to avoid detection. Try to
a feel for the land, including "dead" ground whe
nothing can be seen from the rodd. Probing with tr

screwdriver will disclose the type of ground; heavy
resists digging and indicates ground water. The time
year will also give you a general indication of
fluctuation of the water table in thiS area. Spring is
and August is low. Loam or sandy soil is easier to
but easier to detect through also; ralthough if you
your spot right, the deep-seeking metal detectors
never suspect this place!

Will the spot be under water duiling a sudden
tial downpour? Will it be buried by a mudslide?
up a hill is good for a cache becauge it addresses
conditions and offers you a good vantage point
avoiding the skyline. A lack of much vegetation m
indicate lots of underlying rock, so probe a lot.
snowdrifts obliterate landmarks in winter? The

-12 - 13 -

weather bureau will have information on prevailing
winds that will help here. Is someone liable to build on
the site? A subdivision developer'$ access road can go
down in two days and really kink ypur plans!

l

Underlying strtrctures, like poqler, gas, water, tele-
phone, sewer and other servicb lines are usually
associated with sides of roads, lut not always. If in
doubt, a BFO medal detector or sofine careful surveying
will tell the story.;Some locales evep offer a line locating
service for digging contractors. Tafte advantage of this!

Some people like to bury undef or near such lines
because treasurq hunters avoid t{rese areas. If you do
this, avoid groutrd near phone irirnction boxes called
pedestals and other junctions. Go for the long stretches.

0f course, possible landmarks pre of prime impor-
tance unless you are using a "codbd" cache. When you
find a possible location put up a Fag. In fact, don't be
stingy : put up at least twentV, tiut know which ones

wg'Ke ru uucK! I T-tirNr<
OrR. clCfiE rS UwDER. THs
Uebt4r{ STRIP r



qre the non-decoy flags. Document all of them well as
per the next section.

i ny tne way, have you thought how many caches you
need to use? Remember the rule: the more caches, the
better security. In the long run, it will mean less deep
digging too! When marking locations on your map
overlay, try to rate the sites on a ten scale and even
annotate which sites might be better for which
types, like really heavy objects nearer an access roa
and weapons accessible most easily.

-f, Carltruck drop area

eG**F*

Knots in line

There are several ways to mark a cache site. If
are no nearby landmarks, you can look for sev
prominent, distant landmarks, like radio towers,
elevators, rocky tops, railway bridges, tv aerials,
phone poles, highway signs, and s0 on. By standing
one spot of ground and pointin$ your compass
at each landmark in turn, a set of bearings can
generated, which will allow you to locate the cache

-t4- - 15 -
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a moderate degree of accuracy. We should emphasize
the moderafe because you can still do a lot of digging
with this method.

A better approach is to locate a {roup of four trees or
non-removable landmarks and strietch a line between
two, then another line between thd other two such that
the tines cross. Directly under this tis where you should
bury. With this method no measufement is necessary.
Polaroid snaps and sketch maps will help to docuinent
the landmarks used.

There is an even better method. The plat maps or
surveyorsn maps 0f the county will,disclose the location
of so-called stadia landmarks. These are the landmarks
that surveyors use to orient their sqrveys. Often they are
located at road intersections iust the surface. Just
locate them with,a BFO metal de and put a peg
where it is, don't dig it up to it is a stadia. In
addition, there will be aluminum stakes with
plastic caps stanlped with in numbers at the
corners of each :owner's lot. are placed there

permanenf and
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With access to two or three
easily documentable landmarks cache can be very

during a survey, and usually mustialso be located with
a metal detector gince they are fto*, with the ground.

accurately locatetl. To do this, mepsurements must be

taken from two points to the ca(he, the three points
forming a triangld. Since distances fnaybe verylongo use

a steel tape to nhinimize error dde to stretching. For
another approach, secure a coil pf music wire about
.020 diameter and carefully uncoil lt at home, rewinding
it onto an auto rim, hose reel, 5-$a[on plastic pail, or
whatever. In the field, secure one lend of the wire to a
landmark and unroll the entire fength of wire, then
attach the other end of the wire tolthe other landmark.
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'i.

Now walk to the cache site and take the two parts of the
vtire and twist them together with pliers several times.
This harness will accurately re-locate your cache if you
get the ends right, and cannot be used by someone
Without the right information.

The last method of cache location is to bury
coffee cans at a 12-18 inch depth in a pattern
determine. These serve as artificial,landmarks and
be placed very near the cache, or tat some distance
increase security. Eddie recommends using a lot
these, perhaps 6-10 (they ar,e cheap compared
pilfered AR- 1 5's), cross-referenced two different
in other words, two sets. The grid that these cans
when located with a BFO metal dOtector, pegged,
lined, can accurately reveal the cache location. It

o

unlikely that a treasure hunter would dig up each

)

so with L0 cans and two grids you are fairly safe.
However,if you need absolute security (EAdle often does;
he's very insecure about insecurity) coffee cans won't do
because they may att be removed o{'obscured. There are
a couple of ways to make a permahent, non-removable
marker; use salt blocks (buried) w$ictr will dissolve and
mineralize the ground, or use at lleast two pounds of
copper wire pieces cut to a half-inch length and buried
one foot down over a three-foot, diameter, or use steel
screws like the wire bits. Be sure to scan the ground
previous to planting a non-removable coded cache
marker just in cape the ground is already reactive. Also,
check to make sure there are no confusing naturally
occurring ground features that you would mistake for a
bona-fide marker. If so, then use them and document
them also!

The previous edition of Eow to Bary Vour Goodc
recommends locating a cache sit-e by triangulating on
two or more landmarks and pading the distance or
measuring, but this method, while lrseful, is not as good
as locating a surveyor's landmarhn or using a "coded'o
cache. If you stillruse this methodj consider upgrading
to a more accurate method and avoid a lot of needless
digging and possible heart attack.

Once you have,documented youir" cache site, mark it
so it can be found in the dark diuring the upcoming
burial, but only by you. Eddie recommends buried metal
markers in a pattern that can bej located with a BFO

metal detector. It:is wise to mark ht least four dummy
cache locations a$ well, just in casQ.

One more step and you are donej 0n the map overlay,
locate your cache,and then draw a {ough box around the
cache site at a distance of at least 400 feet. Try to locate
the corners of the box at trees orl recognizable places
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(lecognizable in the dark)! These witl be the points at

Which you place anti-intrusion devices, so choose well.
Flinally, get in the car and go, again checking for a tail.
Ih the next chapter Eddie talks about the actual bury, an
eixercise every bit as important as any military
operation.

- 18 -
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HOW TO BURY IT

NEEDED TOOLS AAID EQUIPMENT

Here is a checklist of all the items you'll need to
complete a secure, successful burial of your cache.
Anything less may mean that you trose whatever mater-
ial goods you invested.

- anti-intrusion alarms

- cloth gloves

-. sharp, siliconed pick and shovel

- BFO metal detector

- flat coffeeicans (if needed) i

- compass :

- measuring tape

- map withioverlay 
I

- sterno cafi and lighter .

- black-outigear and outfit

- packed burial containers

- imitation bkunk odor i

- cruiser frame backpack i

- large garbage bags or plas{ic sheeting

- hooded flashlight 
I

- insect repellant i

- two heavy plastic tarps 6'* 6'

- water canteen 
i

:

:

-19- i



- snack

- remove car dome light bulb

- car camouflage.

Several items here need explanation. The anti-
intrusion alarms are designed to alert you to anyone
coming into your position while you are burying and
your a-ttention is distracted. These devices can be ab

I

simple as jingle bells tied onto monofilament fishing
supported by forked sticks, or as complex as a
striker igniting a flare or explosive squib. For i
tion on booby-trap type devices see the Loompa
catalog.

A cruiser frame backpack has rno sack or bag
tached; it is designed to support tie-on weight,
firewood, and will be used to lug in the burial conta

The dome light is an obvious precaution, and it is
to drive in with a dirty car, which will lower flash.
recommends a coating of chainqawroil on all shiny
a week before the bury (check to sqe this does not ha
car finish); this will collect dust. Rolling down a

windowd also reduces reflections.

All digging instruments must be sharpened with
mill file and will shed clay deposits easily if sprayed
bilicone before use. The proper rnethod of digging
difficult hardpan or clay is to use lthe pick/mattock
cut shallow squares in the base of the hole like a
pattern, and these are then shoveled out and ano
layer is started. It goes 4" at a time this way, but is
difficult work. 

,

A hooded flashtight has light-impenetrable
taped all over it, with only a tiny slit for light. You v
be well adiusted to night vision after one hour, and it
remarkable how little light may be needed, if any at
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The imitation skunk odor is sold for bowhunters to
mask the human odor and allow a successful hunt. It
comes in two parts that smell (of course) terrible when
mixed. This stuff can be used liberally in your bury area,
dropped as you spiral in to the cfche site to prevent
casual interlopers. Some brands o$er a neutralizer as
well. 

l

The sterno can will serve as an Offective decoy if you
feel that one is needed. It can be placed at a distance of
two or three hundred yards fromi the cache site, and
once ignited, will draw attention for,two hours while you
dig,looking like a campfire and attracting even the most
deliberate of watchers. The light: will also lower an
observer's night vision.Iust don't put it where the heat
will start a fire! 

l
.l

Pre-Burying SteO,s

The question oflday vs. night burfing is simple. If the
bury is an especially complicated dne (landmark prob-
temi) or ,rery important, consider lonly a night burial.
Even if a day buhial, try for twilight or, even better,
dawn. Load up all your supplies twQlve hours before the
departure time, eppecially in an utrban area, or use a
closed garage. Tq gauge the timerrequired, figure an
hour for each three feet of bur$ing depth, and an
additional two hours for security chbcks and incidentals.

The bury start$ as the fly-by d[d, by observing all
security precautions, even more ti$htly this time since
your goods are onthe line. During tkie night bury no light
at all should show. It is easy to spof even weak sources
and flashes of light at some distanle if your (or some-
body else's) night vision is fulty actite. Even glow-in-the-
dark watch faces can be detectedf Noise discipline is

li

l;ii
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tikewise important; any noisy clothing like nylon, metal
f{ittlng metal, jewelry, can give you away. Noise is also

$enerated by walking through loose rubble and gravel,
cir down steep hills. If you flush a covey of birds or other
wildlife, freeze instantly and move five minutes later.
Remove unneeded items and tape exposed metal parts
to deaden them. In quarter or greater moon phases tt'y
to tape any bright metal to eliminate flash. Whi
walking around in the boonies stay in the soft
the non-crunchy area, and close to the tree lines.
within or near the large clumps of vegetation a

definitely avoid "skylining" yourself by walking over
bare crest of any hill or rise. If necessary, make a gre{t
detour to avoid this because it is so easy to spQt
movement in this manner. Avoid tracks, so a
walking through sand or mud, and if you are trave
through tall grass (excellent cover) zig-zag direct
every few yards because a straight line through grass

a giveaway as to direction, and easily found. Al
drive completely around the site and observe where
tire tracks are, trying to stay in these, and stopping
the road that you used for parking/storage last time,
the section adjoining the cachq site section. Aft
stopping, immediately get out and (don't slam) cover
car. Now load up and proceed, acfoss the road to
point you marked where vehicle traffic can be

Cross the road where cover is close to both sides of
road, or where the ground dips:lowo or the road cu

0bserve for at least one-half houro your night
will get better as you sit there. Also, listen for an

out of the unusual; if you can, srnellrthe air. Anything
help you to find out if you are'alone or not. When
are satisfied, move. Eddie likes torwalk in the fu
of a plowed field since it hides tracks well; try it! De
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any location harness you may have, if it requires
anchoring to survey landmarks located at the road edge,
and proceed to the box area to seit your decoy sterno
fire, anti-intrusion traps and lay $re skunk oil if you
wish. Stop often and listen. Finally, proceed to the burial
site, locate the cache site if you leftimarkers, and begin
to dig. 

i

The ptastic tarp is used to keep "crumbso' of earth
from remaining to give away youf cache location. A//
earth must be deposited on the tarn and either replaced
or carried a longr distance from the cache site. If the
surface is turf or some other surface material, it is wise
to initially cut a plug with the shovel blade and lift it out
whole. It will be. replaced after the bury, and then
watered with the canteen contents, Which will help to re-
establish the root system andi hide evidence of
tampering

Dig and listen in shifts, which will keep you rested as
well. Once the reqtired depth is reaqhed (know how long
your shovel handle is), stop diggin$ and make another
sweep of the perirneter, looking, lisfening, and sniffing!

These may seefn like elaboratelprecautions, but in
Eddie's neck of the woods night h$nters and poachers
are common, many are "clued in" t0 survivalist burying,
and all are curiouis! How much woirtO it cost to replace
your cache in tbrms of moneyi and time already
invested?

If all is clear, reiurn to the cache dnd hne the hote with
the garbage bag rnaterial, which will prevent the earth
from gripping the container st{ongly and making
removal difficutt. In fact, for insulation from the ground,
which aids in detector foxing, somp people lay down a
box of styrofoam house insulatiQn in the hole. Now
'oplant'o your container, then burpr by packing earth

i
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tlghtly around the container, every few inches, in layers,
4s you fill the hole.

If you intend to use a decoy, plant this at least eighteen
ifrches above your cache container, and linally re-insert
the plug, water it, and pick up any excess dirt in the tarp.
Carry (do not drag) the excess away, and look for any
evidence of your passage, like tracks, broken undet'-
brush, or whatever! Try to repair as much of this
possible.

At the first stop to remove the anti-intrusion alarm
scatter the extra earth. Retrieve all of your equip
(count the pieces) and hike back to within fifty yards
your car. Then halt to listen onbe more. If you
suspicious, try throwing a few pebbles in the su
direction to get a reaction. The la$t step is loading
starting up, and driving away,.rerhembering to stay
the tracks if possible, and using parking lights the
few hundred yards.

-24-
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HOW TO PAGK BURrIII, F0IUTATNERS

Packing requirgs attention to several considerations:

. Neutralizing air in container
o Preservation of contents
o Padding of contents 

I

r- "sanitiiingf' contents (no fingerprints)
o Matching container to contelrts
o Correctly sealing container i

o Coding container.

How to manufdcture and/or sel{ct containers will be

discussed elsewhere. This chapterlcovers packing only,

and first comes ;;;:wt1;i i' u.i',g pa"cteai

How much doesiit cost? Is it expendable? It is not

necessary to expdnd a lot of time cfn packing bulk items

like food, and wdter, but grrns andl ammunition require

far different han@Hng. Eddie wrapb a handgun, but not

a bottle of asPirin. 
i

The first thing to consider iluring handling i:
"sanitizingn' the dontents. If comes to worst and

your cache is dis0overed, there be no nametags,

fingerprints, serlal numbers, or that can be

coit rited to yog or your activitiels. This means taking

a gooO look ai all of your goods arird acting accordingly'



t

In addition, any thick coating must be handled with
giloves.

If you must file serial numbers, be sure to stamp over
the real numbers with a bogus serial, thenfile them both
off! The stresses produced in the underlying metal
during stamping can be recreated with speciat tech-
niques, so the double-stamping disguises the tr
number. In security slang it's called a mask. I
also mention that a good cover story to explain
sudden absence of your beloved gun collection wi
divert attention and suspicion away from any buryin
activity. Tell people you sold it. In additionn don
mention anything about the real need to bury things
protect them from search and s0izure! One "hidi
placeon building book said it all when it advised to put
book in your very first hidey hole, to prevent susp
The information security chapter should also be
sulted for ways to encode your $ite documentati
because anything seized in a waruant search is
game. A combination found in the desk can be used
open a vault if it lies in an area associated with you.
key can be used also, which is why people carry
little metal boxes with combination locks in their
and, memorize the combination becpuse then it may
be forced open in a vehicle search, only if a warrant i
obtained. This may vary in your iurisdiction, however.

Now to the strategy of packing: what goes where
with what? Imagine yourself at midnight in the freezin
rain, hands cut and numb, digging,up ? package.
would you like it packed? Try to:package each i
separately for easy carrying and double protection; i
beats breaking up large bundles intthe rain! Any
like broken-down rifles should be packed individuall

2B
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then all items double wrapped together. Nothing is more
useless than a rifle without a bolt group.

All packaging should be labeled dlearly. Eddie prefers
a laminated tag attached with florisltns wire or a stick-on
Avery tabet (available in many sizds). Color coding can

be added for quick decisions. Also, fach package should
have the ready means for openiflg it attached to the
package. Buy a box of one hundr|d single-edge razor
blades and tape one to each package with filament
strapping tape.

0bviously ferrous (iron- or steel-based) materials
must receive speaial handling. The worst thing to do is
spray on a coat:of anything! Thq spray can release
extremely cold cohtents as a result of the gas expanding,
and the cold willrcondense water ih the air and trap it
between the metdl and the oil, which causes deep rust
pitting. There is a:better waY.

oF @7KSE/ tF I

blP THE r'RtcToR
lN' tloT cdSmOtjNg
FIRST.. I HAVE T9L- '' BuRYIT-

The method of choice is cosmdline, a thick grease

available from many survival/milithry surplus outlets. A
good substitute ,is vaseline or { vaseline/paraffin/
beeswax combination. Hot dippinglrequires a container
as large as the ,nargest part to pe treated, which is
usually a gun baruel, so consid(r using a PVC pipe

i
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c@ntainer for dipping. To heat such a container run a
Rfece of copper tubing down to the bottom and back up
olrt the top and run very hot water through the tube. The
rgsultant temperature will not exceed 200 degrees. The
rnetal must be solvent cleaned before dipping; use
gloves during this whole procedure. pre-heat the
before dipping, to dry it out, by holding it under a hea
Iamp. In fact, the entire room should be at Ieast Z
degrees while working. The metal should be dipped
least ten minutes, then removed and hung up.
cold it must be wrapped in plastic sheeting or aluminu
foil to prevent messy handling.

If dipping is too much work for a fgw items, cosm
can be heated and brushed on (pre-heat the metal
before) but don't allow the cosmoline to be heated
300 degrees - it is flammable.

Remember to pack a bottle of solvent, a brush,
some rags in each container that holds cosmo
preserved metal. A preserved,weApon must be
roughly cleaned, especially the bofe, before firing.
trace of excess grease will cause an exploding weapr
never any fun!

Other coatings for metal exist,like IIVI)-4O, lps-1,
other such clones. Just remember {o spray onto a
thenwipe onto the item. Very small items maybe grr
or oil packed. Machinists prevent coi.rosion olnne m
by storing all such items in qUart cans of motor
Linseed oil or cup grease may also be wiped on
protection. Any wiped items shoqld be wrapped
plastic sheeting.

Before Eddie leaves the preservation of guns, a
of other things need mentioning. During the rr
process
security,

you many not have the ideal conditions o
concealment, weather, health, and so on,
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you wish for. Eddie has a good strategy for weapons
burial: bury one small weapons cadhe in a very easy to
find and easy to get to location (even if it means lowering
security standards a little) and pacft it as follows. Use an
unscrewable PVC container with thd top wrench packed
outside the pipe. First item in is a t{,telve gauge shotgun
Ioaded with BB shot. This gun mu$t be ready to shoot
instantty (not broken down) - but lnot cocked. To pack
it, clean the weapon three times ovejr a thirty day period.
This is because much-used weapons develop hairline
faults in the receiver and barrel that oohoardno combus-
tion by-products and leak them out a little at a time. The
repeated cleaning will catch these traces. With the gun
cleaned, unoiled, ruflcocked, and loaded, put it into a
large plastic sleeve improvised frgm a thick painter's
poly drop cloth, and displace the airiin the envelope with
inert gas as described elsewhere, thpn seal the envelope.
Now put a double wrapping on and seal. Finally, put a
piece of fluoresceht colored tape iupt behind the trigger
group on the stoc{i like a bag tie, arfd one in front of the
trigger guard. The whole idea is to $e armed in the least
time possible. Thht may be very important someday!
The rest of the container containsionly fifty rounds of
ammunition in various loads (brickshot, quail shot,
slugs, and so sn).:Try not to put olher survival gear in
this container. Thh more essential iontainers you bury,
the greater your cbmpartmentizatidn (as the intelligence
crowd says) and the less your loss if one container is
compromised (uncovered by strafngers). This rule is
repeated elsewhere and for good rpason. By the way, if
you are packing ammunition compbnents,like primers,
powder, bullets, or cases, always lleave them in their
original packaging, and preserve o{r top of that. Primers
in particular are packed for low m{isture exposure,low
dust scatter, and such that if one flres the rest will not
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gg off systematically. Heard the one about the guy who
d{mped primers into a glass mason jar? EvLntually
trflce dust adhering to the primer body all sifted to the
b{ttom, he set the iar down hard, the dust detonated,
artd all the primers o'zippered" or detonated each other
like a nuclear fission reaction. He lost a hand; you could,
lose a cache. It should also be noted that loaded rounds;
of ammunition, unless they are specifically preservedj
like all government-spec. ammo, will be ruined by
application of petroleum-based solvents and/or oils.

To freon cylinder

Plastic/copper tubing
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Bagging is the easiest method for most other items.
The commercially available heat sealers and bags
designed for leftover food storage 4re excellent for this
purpose. Also available are zip-locl( and sandwich bags,
if air-tightness is not at issue. For dny thin-film sealing,
all protruding or sharp edges mustibe padded or taped.

To exclude air from individual {ags or fully packed
containers, fill the space with sdme padding. Eddie
recommends crumbled styrofoam ibead board or blue
house construction insulation board. Styrofoam petlets
in lots of shapes are available to bulk out a container.
Hand squeezing also helps for bags. For production
work it is possiblb to hook up a rA" hose to the end of
the vacuum cleaner nozz\ewith tape, and use it to draw
out excess air!

To displace air in larger some kind of inert
gas can be used. To do this insert alvr" diameter copper
tube to the bottom of the container,l and arrange to pipe
in a gas like freorl (used in au ive air conditioning
service) or carbbn dioxide. Carbon dioxide can be
generated in a garbage bag by fnixing vinegar and
sodium bicarbonhte and piping it in, but this gas is
moist. Eddie prdfers a couple of chunks of dry ice
thrown in the bot{om just prior to packing. To verify that
the container is ghs-filted hold a ti$frted match over the
container mouth,iand if it snuffs out, cap the container
quickly.

Fiberglass pacfting is good for non-container burial.
Auto body supplieirs carry small re$air kits consisting of
glass cloth, resin,rand hardener. The item is wrapped in
the cloth and then liberally coated with the resin/
hardener mix ubing the proporjtions listed on the
container. Acetone may be added slaringly to make the
mix a little more liquid. This matefiat witt heat up as it



ardens, so avoid packing ammunition in this manner
nless it is well insulated and chilled. Once the epoxy
ardens, it is ready to bury. Eddie packs a hacksaw
lade with a sharpened point outside each fiberglass-

apped package to aid in opening.

Plastic tubing

For really tiny objects, freezing/canning plast
containers are ideal and better than mason iarsn w
may be broken if not well padded. Pill bottles are
excellent and airtight also.

)

One other coating for metal is useful. It goes under
different names, but it is a dippable, solvented plastic
used to coat tool handles.

Moisture in the air of the container will cause serious
problems. Even if the container is:totally dry, moisture
may creep in due to the presence of ground water under
pressure, so some extra insurhnce is in order. A
desiccant is a chemical that attracti,s and bonds to water.
Three on the market are useful: ANHYDR0US CATCIUM

SULFATE, SILICA GEL, and VP PAPER. Some of these are

'oindicating." This means they change color according to
the amount of water absorbed. The first two can be re-
activated by heating to drive off the water. When

Both chemicals are used in t laboratory and are

tie to close the toP. The
also sell small, paper, laminated of silica gel

also, but the average container need two or more

envelopes must be segregated actual contact with

seems to be a Plastic Pill bottle a lot of holes in it.
Eddies uses a red-hot awl poinf to cut these holes.

Remember that desiccants are lnot a substitute for
proper packaging Procedures, they cannot handle
any water leakage into the contailer, they only. dry out
what's inside. For this reason, ddn't use desiccants in
containers with PaPer; it will be mposed by the lack

l
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Vinegar and

sodium bicarbonate

packaged forms (container with afr holes) and in bulk.
If you decide to buy in bulk, Eddie fecommends packag-

any metal. This is necessary since fhe chemical becomes

corrosive as it absorbs water. Thb best way to do this
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of water. InhdvertentlY, Eddie red that fapanese



fiutror are sealedwith three one-pound bags of silica gel

{efore export; a piano dealer could make your day!

$itica gel is also available from the craft supply shops;
ii is used for drying flowers, and making apple-head

{olls!
I &rdding the individual packages is next on the list. If

Siou are using styrofoam to displace air, this will do
nicely, but there are many substitutes. Tampons, plastic
"bub-ble" sheet (in fact, any commercially available
packing), rags, wadded newspaper, salvation
clothing (bought in bulk and useful in a surviv
situation), dry sawdust, cardboard, and on and on.

a layer at a time and shake together before packing t
next layer. For many small items, the print shops
offices have small vibrating tables to stack paper,
one of these could serve you well. Halfway through t
pack, insert a dryer package. After packing, but befo
filling with inert gas and sealing, put a list of th
contents on the top.

If you are using screw-on tops, put a sealant on
threaded parts before screwing together, for a n
airtight lock. Teflon tape, caulking, and pipe dope,
work well. After the container is sealed, wait for
adhesive to dry, then do the final test; immerse
bontainer in water and look for bubble trails. Check

at least a half hour' This may sound extreme to youn

water under ground can build up considerable
so better a packing job ruined in the bathtub tha
underground a month before you un-bury it.

Finally, glde the container to indicate it's conten
Eddie uses a-i,ribrating, security-type etcher whi
marks everything well, and can be identified by touch
large areas are roughed-up in a pre-arranged code.

a final touchn strap two sharpened hacksaw bl
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inside a triple bag, to the container with heavy cord' This

can be a lifesaver in a desperate situation.
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OUTFOXING THE SEARGH TEAMS

Metal detectors are used in many
enforcement now, and the technology

areas of la
is adv

rapidly. For instance, metal detectors are now
to different tasks, like house wall searching, wa
through metal detecting, hand-held detecting,
ground searchingo and water searching; each device
targeted to its task.

The state-of-the-art equipment for deep grou
searching has sensitivity that is, of course, related
type and profile of target, but cases of auto en
blocks being detected at ten feet deep show you what
search team is capable of. Let's examine the theory
detecting, and then look at ways to exploit the
of a deep search system.

All detectors send out an energ)t field similar to
waves. The shape of the sweeping coil makes the s
of the lield resemble a cone, and where the hole
be is the most sensitive area of the field. The field
to any conductive substance, usually metal, but
mineral deposits, and even saltywet ground. The
of response is based on the relative conductivity (
is a better conductor than iron, so it shows up better
the detector), and the surface area presented to the
A piece of aluminum foil spread out and buried a

36-
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down is easily picked up, but the same foil crumpled
together and buried eight inches down might be missed;
even though the mass is the same, the surface area is
much smaller.

detector decreases.

The problem then, is to provide:

maximum depth
minimum target area presentted to coil-j

I
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Another factor affecting responseli, Airrurr.e from the
coil. Since air is a poor conductor iof electricity, if the
search coil is one half inch off the gpound, the effective-
ness is reduced thirty per cent or rfiore. Also, the more
moisture in the tsoil, the greatef the conductivity
between soil and metal, which sholvs up as well. Some
World War T\,vo guerrillas fought thlis by packing metal
in a series of insulating wooden bofes; if the soil can't
electrically connect with the met{I, efficiency of the
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. lowest conductivity
o confusing shielding
o red herrings
o camouflage.

The maximum depth part is self-explanatory, but
many people skimp here. Eddie recommends the use of
commercially available earth augers or post hole
diggers to aid in small object burial, or PVC containdr
caching.

,.:,..'::i,:..'.... iii'.''.'...,l

Minimum target area is related to depth. It is
and back-breaking to bury your rifle
but nothing shows up with a more
than a long, sideways, metallic object.

-38-
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Seen on its
this way, but not a
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a gun has a surface area of almost a square foot, while
on its end it is no bigger than a quarter if muzzle up.

Lowest conductivity means that
objects should be buried deeper,

the
and

more metallic
in drier soil if

possible, and never in metal contaflners. It should be
noted that some law enforcement agiencies will also use
a disturbance detector if they suspept a good bury or a
non-metallic mass like documents tilat will not register
on a metal detector. The disturbancq indicators operate
like little sonar units and register drastic differences in
the soil continuity, so non-metallic is no guarantee.
Howevero if you are making wooden boxes to store
things in, don't use nails; try dowels or hot glue.

Confusing shielding is where the strategy starts.
People bury thirlgs in the first p to avoid detection,
to avoid the knowledge that is there, because
secrecy is your best and only . In light of the
advanced capacity of modern metalldetectors it is only
wise to bury far away from yo homestead and
increase the amount of square that must be
searched. Eventually it will be im
to cover all suspect ground. To

ble or impractical
t, do not attempt

to decoy a deep-sebking metal Such machines
have operational nlodes that actuallfi ignore things like
pennies and mineralized soil, and in the hands of an
expert, will eventually find your caclie.

The problem with a deep- is that with the
increased sensitivify comes many m false signals per

proceeds muchsix inch sweep of the coil, so the
more slowly. The deeper pattern (an inverted cone
shape) also means that si overlap must be
maintained to insure full covera Perhaps even a
twenty acre plot can be searched in
fifty, hundred, or section-sized area.
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j L.t', say, however, that you are up against an

{mateur with a more regulation type of detector, or you

$ave a limited area to bury in, or you iust want to cause

{s much hassle as possible in the hope that they'll give

tp quick. Here are some expert methods of confusion
(this means the experts will hate you for doing this).

Detector operators soon learn to distinguish probable
depth and type of obiect by the amount of rise and f4ll
in ihe audio signal, and its duration. There are only a fe;

objects that are commonly encountered, like
pull tabs, and can lids, and the expert can almost ign
these. Our iob is then to plant obiects that either
mask what's below, or have an unusual pattern and
therefore investigated.

The masking pattern is first. While it is true that
detectors have modes that will ignore mineralized
(occurs in nature, in rusty dump sites, in areas
rated with animal urine and waste, in salty areas,
where a salt lick was), any such masking will
some of the signal generated by a detector and
lower its efficiency. The organically created types of
are easy to produce, but remembey that searchers
start in dog pens and manure piles because that
where people bury their goods thinking that
would be willing to start there. To locate a na
occurring area, rent a metal detector and nose aro
a little yourself.

The artificially created array ils more difficult,
research has turned up a few obiects that seem to cau

more problems than most. .22 caliber long rifle
(the complete loaded round) emer$ed as the obiect
likely to imitate the profile of a cache. These should
pushed into the ground using an iron rod that has
end drilled just big enough to accept the base of
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round, and deep enough to allow only the nose to
protrude. Once inserted to about a two foot depth, or
deeper if possible, the rod is withdrawn and the loaded

tontrd stays. Iron nails also sound fairty close. Appar-
ently a penny is too good a conductoir and the sharp blip
it produces is a dead give-away. fhf best way to utilize
the penny is in a closely spaced arrhy that masks what
is underneath. The optimum spdcing to foil deep-
seekers is a grid with a penny everyl4-6 inches. Pennies

can be planted with an iron rod like the bullets, or by
using a planting fid. Pennies dated earlier than 1983
will read stronger because of the greater copper
content, so use these in a nuisance grid!
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One other use for iron is that searchers are

using the super-sensitive Pl-type tors,0r VLF-tyPes

iunk and wanted
will totally mask
to the conductiv-

that attempt to discriminate
targets, heavy use of ferrous Parti
the ground below. This is an exce
ity rule! To execute this mask, smallbits of iron wire.are
aiso nice. The iron content in regut{r mineralized soil is

roughty equivalent to that in a nailf Salt pellets sold for
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Juater softeners also make a good masking array
pecause they can be scattered on the ground like seeds.
pnce the first few rains have dissolved them, they will
{egister as signals, but cannot be dug out to allow a clear
$ignal! Salt is very effective as an energy absorber and
lowers detector efficiencg but may wreck a lawn, so use
it in wooded areas only!

Fid inserted.... ....and pushed i
,lover to open a

slit for coin$
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a nuisance device like a tear-gas or nausea-gas bomb.
Such a device could be a standard part of all your
tegitimate caches, and wired or tfiggered in such a
manner that only your informed hadrdling would defuse
the device. If you like this idea, iconsider using an
explosive squib charge like a low-frade initiating cap

surrounded by formaldehyde and wired to a battery and
a microswitch fixed to the inside of the container, the
contacts held open by the lid. Sawin$ or drilling through
at a pre-measured place would allow defusing and easy

re-sealing, if the container is needed again. Formalde-
hyde will ielty during long cold storage so cut it with
alcohol. Another substance is chlor-acetone made by
bubbling chlorine through acetone (ilail polish remover).
Eddie generates chlorine the quic$ and dirty way by
pouring muriatic acid in with man dioxide. Chlor-
acetone is actually a simPle compound and in
liquid form will cause blindness if into the eye,

but it makes an area uninhabi for a little while.
Another possibility is a load of dozen eggs or a
twenty pound load of horse manurelPlanted about a foot
down as you fill your cache hole inf This may dissuade
any further searching but r ber that the horse
manure will generate its own signa the rotten eggs are

good bet.better. A dead animal may also be

Camouflage is often your best rance against cache

discoVery. Eddie's favorite dodge islas fotlows. 0btain a
dead cat or dog somewhere on road. Roll it into an
improvised body bag and then into h wooden crate. Now

add a wooden plaque with the ooRest in Peace,

r,1

r"i
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Fluffy," or whatever, burned in wi{h a woodburner' or
done in magic marker. Add a cou$le of ribbons and a
bag of small change and your decoi/ is ready. This little
gem can be placed about a foot Uol^ and directly over

i'43' 
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aldeep, important cache. The detector will get a positive
sfgnal (even with the sonar types), dig down, and come
.|potr the grave of a beloved family pet. With a little luck,
t{re coins will be considered the source of the signal and
ttre animal covered up as before. This trick rnight also
Work with any piece of junk buried directly over the
cache, like a typewriter, a coffee can, horseshoes, plow
parts, tractor parts, wheel rim, box of tin cans, circular
saw blade, etc. Just remember, the decoy will make it'p
own signal!

Another effective trick is a decoy cache container
inconsequential items like gasoline or food inside.
first cache located a foot down will be immediatel
stolen and the more valuable one located four feet
never detected.

Eddie also likes to put misleading labels in suc
caches, or even in real ones. The label says things li
cache number four of five, when really there are twen
caches. A cute touch is to put a fake map of other
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locations in the dummy contdiner, and arrange for the

locations to be in difficult spots like under large rocks,

in swamps, or in the next county.i A false note,^ like
*twenty m-16's under the old oak tfee down ten-feet,no

cat rrily put a spark in the eye of a {hief, but it will cure

him douLtb-quicft when he goes exdavating for such a

treasure hoard. i

There are some people who think that a large rock or

other natural obJtrubtion witt deter seeking if it is
placed directly over the cache, but there are problems

*itf, tnir. FirJt off, one of the largest treasure finds in
history happened because someone thought a large
rock woutd make an effective barrier, while someone

else who was looking thought the same thing! The rock

became it's own'tinOmark or a{tention-attractor'
Secondly, it won't look natural for dUout three- years if
Vou pfuti ahuge rock over a cache! [f you try this trick,
ioohfor a flat natdrally occurring rpck and transplant
it, keeping the depth the same. Fel$ng a 1r.e9 

over the

ritu *uy frelp (donlt chop down a h{tdmark) but it may

be poaitred for firewood. A rotted lstump is nice,, if it
looks natural and'not dragged ove[. An old tangle of

farmers'barbed wire or snow fencelis excellent, as is a

rusting thirty-nine Chevy or al refrigerator' Be

imaginative! i

So much for outfoxing the finoerl. The next chapter

will discuss the meithods to use wheh retrieving a cache

I
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for actual use.



HOW TO RETRIAVE
BURIIII, CONTAINERS

Hold on! You're not just digging up that container
see if it's still buried there, are you? If you are, forget
Consider this: it took you less than four hours to
bury it, although the security precautions and the
to buy the goods took a lot longer. This means that
four hours anybody can be long gone with your
tainer, and they won't know whose it is, probabl
wouldn't contact you anyway, and you can't report
theft of a full-auto weapon eithef. The only time you
catch thieves then is during the act, and it is i
to patrol every four hours for the next six months.
bottom line is, either it's there or it's gone, and in ei
case digging for it won't help at all. Eddie
a check only every year or six months to verify that yo
can cdunt on it being there in an emergency.

To perform routine checks like this, use exactly
same precautions you did when burying, since securi
is breached whenever you dig. In sorne cases, where
container must be destroyed to remove the contents,
is suitable to dig down close enough to probe for th
cache, since no thief would remove the cache and lea
a decoy in it's place. There is one important
however, that applies whenever actually digging up
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cache, not just checking. Nways Go Armed! Always Go

Heavily Armed, and With Friends if Possiblel The reason
is obvious: if you need this stuffn the times are a-

changing and your cache is worth more than its weight

in goIA; i-t is worth life itself, perhapsrseveral of them'.To

puifot* such a retrievalo try to 4.t{- acc€ss to the

uoloit it g road with a few strategic foadblocks - trees

down, titet.h.d cable, booby trip, hrmed sniper-team
(one on each side of the road in concealment, and next

io a tighttveight roadblock like a six'inch tree trunk), or

whateirer yoi hurr.. After access is $ecured and signals

established for u breach of that security, proceed to the

cache area and set up a series of observing posts to

cover while you dig. The faster you !o all of this, the

better. Idealiy it wiii take an hour and no more' and of
^ ^^^r^^ in*-+ f^nrl and rrqc

course, go for the weapons cache ifirst, food and gas

next, then the incidentals. If Your

day.

Once the cache is unearthed, i break it

t site for a burial

l

I
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down among the gfouP and then for transPortation
from the area. If there are several in the same

section, remove all traces of the and containers,
hole provides apadding, wraPPingo and whatever.

good place for all of the above.

One other rule: don't ever use t
cache again;the risk is iust too



ABOVE.GNOUNII GAGIIES

Law enforcement metal detectors are not just
frisbee-sized coils swung over the ground. The
models have interchangeable search coils and bel
mounted units that allow house and furniture constr
tion searching in very tight corners. It is for this
that above-ground caches should be either wel
camouflaged and inaccessible, or located at som
distance from your grounds and house.

Why cache above ground? Anylow-security,low-
risk items should be stored this way. It increa
accessibility and, quite frankly, you won't go out on
high-security burial to sock away thirty gallons
gasoline. This type of cache resists only the
searcher,like a house thief.

"A few good books have been written about
ing hidden compartments and falsd-bottoms for hidi
and Loompanics carries a good sellection of these. It i
a good bet, however, that the professionals also
these, so donot use any of the ideas straight from
books; modify them if at all possible. There is on
advantage to an above-ground cache; it can be
constructed, bolted down and locked. Such a cache
be immediately metal-detected, but it cannot be ea
ripped-off!

)

A shallow cache has a couple of advantages also. In
cold climates it allows easy access, And can be just as
easily re-packed. To construct such a lcache, build or buy
a wooden box sized to the articlels you want to store, dig
a hole that size and about a foot and b half down. In the
bottom of this hole, dig an addition{l trench and fill it
with gravel or sand for drainage, kinfl of like construct-
ing a little house-type basement or a foxhole.

sdt

The wooden box,is now coated *itfr aspfralt roofing
compound or similar waterproofing and filled with
packaged items. The top is secured with dowels and the
hole covered with $and, using nativb soil the last four
inches. It only takeo about ten minultes to un-bury one
of these. The ground above may al{o be covered with
anything to deter casual access, likf a trash barrel, a
garden shed, your parked car, a kids'iswimming pool -ianything! 

i

Caches in the house fall more in lthe area of hiding
bookso but a few comments are i{r order. Low-tech

I
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slearching is done with a measuring tape. The outside of
tfre suspect building is carefully dimensioned to deter-
rfrine if any hidden spaces exist. To avoid this approach
lfok for spaces that are normally blank and inaccessi-
ble. A favorite space for Eddie is the space defined by a
one-piece molded shower stall with a seat. A hatch
through the adjoining wall to the below-seat area will
allow at least two cubic feet of storage space, and thb
plumbing won't help detectors either.

Gasoline and water in particular are both g
candidates for above-ground storageo for obvio
reasons. Even though it is possible to preserve gas
outlined below, it is better to rotate your stock peri
ically, and in times of short supply (which usual
precede times oI no supply), it is hard not to dip in
supplies in an emergency.

Gasoline has a few other things in it besides gas.

winter, a sophisticated form of dry-gas is blended in
prevent freeze-up. In all seasons other compounds
added to extend performance. Even the distillat
process leaves some by-products. Ask anybody
stores a seasonally-used two-cycle engine
chain saw); the gas will turn to a gummy subs
which clogs the carburetor needle orifice. To
the chemical structureo several additives have
developed: phenylene diamine, aminophenol, L-1 3,

butylated hydroxytoluene. The best protection co
from 3.5 grains of butylated hydroxytoluene added
gallon, but seven or ten grains is permissible for
time periods. One ounce equols t437.5 grains. I'
storage in excess of ten years, selOct a cool, dark
and add a slug of disodium EDTA (100 mg./gallon)
bond with free radical metal ions. Butylated
luene (BHT) is used as a food preservative and can
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obtained from vitamin companies, health food stores,
and chemical supply houses.

TWo other considerations apply to gasoline storage:
evaporation and contamination. The best, lowest cost
storage is a 55-gallon drum. Theselcome with a two-
inch bung and a vent as well. Bury tltese in a hole large
enough to allow a foot of clearance hll around, and fill
this. space with screened sand. A variety of hand-
operated pumps that can be attached to the bung are
available from farm supply storqs. Do not buy an
electrically-operated pump, they require care in install-
ation, and safety wiring, and won't ,operate in a crisis
anyway! For safety, keep the drum dump a fifty foot
minimum away from dwellings. 

I

After making the installation, thelfirst two or three
batches of gasolino rrust be filtered $ecause of possible
contamination from rust particles, sflnd, or any foreign
obiect. A particle live microns in diafineter will damage
the carburetor ieti in an automobile! By contrast, a
human hair is 100 microns in dia{neter. For regular
filtering, manufacture a chamoisj separator, using
chamois, which is available in most [uto supply stores,
as well as a large funnel with a wire strainer at the
bottom. Iust stretc[ the leather untiljit droops well into
the funnel, putting some slack in thg tie if necessary to
gain clearance. Any trouble-causin$ particles will be
filtered out. For tlre higher-perforimance engines in

one of the newsstand aviation mags [o nnd suppliers of

i
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, One last point: allow two inches of air space in a 55-
[atlon drum, for vapor expansion during temperature
lvariations, or the drurn witl rupture! If your drums are
hot buried, but standing free, dig a ditch around the area

[o lead away the gas, as they do at large tank farms. Go

visit one and look at the layout.

Machinery storage follows the same lines as for
preservation, but due toJhe large gize of most mac
.0ithographs for the resist?nco; gdnerators) an
ble cache is mandatory. The best bet seems to be a
constructed to open into a basement. The rei
iron bar in some poured walls would be some aid

Blocks

Lt

foxing metal detectors. With such a room,
preparation is essential and extra iron could
then!

adva

Poured footings
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BURIIII, GONTAIilNNS:
BUITT ANII BOUGHT

Burial containers must have three features: imper-
viousness to water pressure/moisture, resistance to
crushing earth, and resealabiliff. The last item is
important becausp it may be nece$sary to remove and
replace a cache in times of , and the original
containei must be reusable. rs meeting all
three needs can ibe built or bou
market first. i

Let's look at the

Three types of container are old: (1) especially
designed for survivalist/cache (2) designed to
seal and adaptable to cache ents; and (3) sold

,l

because somebody thinks it will
can make you thihk it will work[

rivork, or thinks they
!

i
I

Eddie recomrnends several type$, but tops on the list
is the ooHide-a-vadrlt" made by Mor{santo and marketed
by several firms. This is u ot16;piec$, molded ABS plastic
case with a screw-on cap. The "0" lring seal withstands
water pressure to 20 PSI and thelcase is good for 78
foot pounds of impact. Dimensiot t ftu 6" x i2", shaped
round. It comes r&ith a wrench to Ncrew on and off the
end, and instructions. 0bviousty ihe size is good for
small obiects only, but for paper atnd gold/jewelry it is
tops! 

|

I
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, The next possibility is a plastic Nalgene bottle, made
fgr the chemical laboratory trade. Sizes range from
ounce to gallon, and the backpacker suppliers carry the
{tedium sizes for liquids packing. To use, just fill, cap,

"i'tup 
in a garbage bag and bury. 0ddty enough, an

ordinary plastic soft drink bottle (three sizes available)
also works well if buried in sand-lined holes.

The five-gallon pails that fast-food restaurants gel
pickles and other foodstuffs in are also a favorite of
burial manual writers, but these must be carefull
inspected to be sure the plastic seal is still intact and
lid/lip undamaged. These should be protected
mechanical damage by using a foam-lined hole.
polyethylene containers are also available industriallyi
30- and 55-gallon sizes. Find these where you can;
magazines sometimes offer these for sale, but prices
lower when salvaging from local companies. Beware
containers that may have held poisonous chemicals,
fertilizers, insecticides, solvents, and so on. Cleani
these may be impossible, so ask about previous
tents. Farmers buy pesticides in 5-gallon poly car
and leave them empty in the field, but cleaning is t

Zip-lock and similar bags can be used if placed in
mechanically strong box, but this is not great prot

The Shotgun News and similar ipapers also offer
wide variety of government surplustcontainers desi
to hold everything from B" howitzer rounds to LAWs
whatever. They may be advertised well, but unless
are specifically designed to be huried, there is n
guarantee of their reliability. It would take four days
rust a fine weapon in a damp container and you'll
a mess in the cold, cold ground.

One army surplus container of proven reliability is t
ammo storage container, whether 30. cal, 50. cal,
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adapter with a rubber mallet will re a tight fit. Do

)

other sizes. These have strong constructionn waterproof
gaskets, and good closures. There is only one drawback

- it's all rnetal and shows up weltr on a metal detector.
But in the right spot, it will serve.

The Cadillac of the burial containels is, of course, the
plastic plumbing stock with end closrires. A wide variety
of material is available: polyethylenei polyvtnyl chloride
(PVC), ABS - all are useful. 

l

PVC comes as high-head or loi,v-head (different
pressure ratings), in sizes from 3/+" io 16" diameter, in
20 foot lengths, but some stores will but it down for you.
Farm suppliers have the best deals, since the pipe is
used for tiling cropifietds. They also parr5r the fitting for
neat end closures. The low-head pi{e will only accom-
modate fittings that glue on, so the tiigh-head is recom-
mended for screw-type closures, Urft it is very expen-
sive. To put on either type of closurp, special PVC glue
is applied. Use the, slow-setting glup or risk a hernia
getting the parts alirgned before they|'freeze." TWo types
of screw closure are possible, either { male adapter with
a threaded female cap or a fema[e adapter with a

threaded male insert. The first sltrategy is a little
cheaper in parts prices. 

i

To construct a set of PVC casingf, asse*ble all the
necessary end parts and make sur( they fit your pipe
size. Use a radial-atrm saw to cut theipipe to the desired
length - a plywood blade is best. gluing the pipe
surface, dry-fit the adapters and with pencil where
the adapter stops, then roughen the up to this line,
using a fileo sandpaper (80 garnetf, or a wire brush
(fast). Now apply h generous coa of cement and
apply the adapter, rotating it, as if it on, at least
a full turn. This eliminates air A tap on the



+o/ use the same glue as a sealant on the threaded end
jup..Th.r-rame procedure,is followed if low-head pipe is
4sed with glue-on ends.

Ir rhere are alternate ways to seal the ends. some plans
ru.grygnd plexiglass circles, but these have a poor
seal. Eddie recommends two ways: silicone .u,rlkir,g
compound or epoxy/liberglass. A large plug of either, qi
sealing around some other prug, likei *ooirn doweior
even a soft drink bottle, is effective. i

The polyethylene pipe available is very difficult
seal,,but it is inexpensive and very;tough. The best
is a tight-fitting, tapered, wooden pluglammed in
themouth of the pipe about one inch, with epoxy
in the space between the plug and the lip ol tnL pipe.
epoxy is poured in from the other side as well,
is doubled. The poly can be heated up with a propi
torch and "folded" over the cap for even more securi

Fiberglass,/epoxy
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The ABS plastic pipe is more expensive, but much
stronger. use this for the ultimate burial container for
your AR-15. No amount of penny-pinc,tring is worth such
a fine weapon. 

:

Wooden plug

Paper wadding
to prbtect conients
when opening the cache!

For wooden crates, pallet wood a fine choice,
nails used inor rough-sawn, air-.dried hardwood.

construction will show up, so use to assemble
such a box. Fluted or spiral-cut are best, and the
adhesive of choice ig Weldwood bran plastic resinglue.
This must be carefully mixed with by volume, but

stores stock
few nails will not

matter however.

One type of container nobody se
home or precast concrete type. The
called septic tanks. They come in on
have a wedge-shaped access hatch ju
a man. Eddie has been inside one; the
in the 15O0-gallon ones to store

it is waterproof and strong. Harc
dowels and glue. In,a shallow cache

;

Epoxf fill
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ms to like is the
precast ones are
or two pieces and
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Fupplies for six months, or even a couple of people, in
h pinctrt Septic tanks are also being manufactured in
fnolded plastic as well. You might consider putting a
i,vaterproof cache container in your own septic tank on
h stout monofilament line, but remember: the feds know
these tricks also! Obviously setting such a tank requires
a backhoe

The home-cast variety can take any shape you want.
A favorite ploy is placing the access hatch belowla
paving stone in the gardenn or a sod plug with a wi
handle. A trip to the building supplier/brick and
supplier will turn up vitrified clay flue liners, clay
specialty concrete blocks - all kinds of containers.
your pick and lay it up. Epoxy-based concrete is avail-
able for specialty patching purposes, and a small
of this can make the seal between a tile and a conc
bottom slab. Also pick up some crushed rock
drainage.

5B
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INFORMJITION SE CITTRITY

1

Documentation of what is stored, how it is stored, and
where it is stored will be extensive, and any fragment of
it is a dead giveaway of your operation. You need a code
or a stash for the documents, and a lsafe-deposit box is

ware; a store may even rent yorf some time! The

ii

fl

software program you need is callep Superkey and is
published by Borland. It is extremQly common in the
industry. One of the functions of t$is program is an
encryption/decryption subroutine thpt implements the
DES algorithm, a sort of governmend standard for code
securi{r, although it hasnrcn watefed down from its
original form. We will fix that! i

The informutior, *uri i, aro.o inJo t e computer as
a file, and any word processor/text epitor is suitable for
that job. Get the rentee to describel exactly what you
need to do to make it work, and then lbt trim watch while

I

I
I
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numbers runners. The tough ones arQ sent to the FBI for
solution, and the toughest of these g0 to the NSA where
the employees soive them durin$ the lunch hour!
Nevertheless, a code is the best solutibn and here is how
to do it. The Yellow Pages will list Nuppliers who will



you try the whole procedure with a dummy fite! 0nce the
file is complete, run it through the superkey encryption
process using whatever keyword you can absolutely
remember, since if you forget the key, the informtion is
absolutely, forever, and completely lost! The trick to
restoring perfect security to the encryption is to encode
it twice with different keywords. One little note: do not
rename the file after encryption or the data will ibe
scrambled. Also, use the text-only mode of
After the dry-run,leave and come back later in the
when nobody will look over your shoulder. Now
the real datao your cache locations and lists, and
it as before. If you are wary, of computers, make a

of the unencoded file, and a cop54 of the encoded
well, and store them in such a rhanner that imp
opening of the container they are in will destroy
In other words, booby-trap the hiding place. Re

to make a printout of the file so it can be rekeyed
another computer and decoded if worst comes to

Now the data is safe and secure, and your iob is
Congratulate yourself, because you are better off
99.4 percent of your fellow beings, and if you need
in an emergency, you know where to find it.

Another code to consider if you don't like
is a book code. Each character of the cache da
located, one at a time, in a book,'and the page num
line, word and position in the word is noted down as

encoded plaintext. To decode, sitnply get a copy of
book and reconstruct the original list one char
a time. The security is in knowing which book
edition), so pick something out of the ordinarg like
IIse and Abuse of the Recriprocating Steam Boiler.
codes are very secure, and some have never
broken!

is
ift
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That's all for burying things. Be sure to check out
Eddie's fine series on lock picking and making lockpick-
ing tools, also available from Loompanics. Hang 'em
high and bury'em deep.

i



APPENIIIX: SOURCE TISTINGS

Suruival Food

Oregon Freeze Dry Foods Inc.
P0 Box t04B
Albany, 0R 97321

Sterling H. Nelson and Sons Inc.
P0Box 1296
Salt Lake City, UT 841 tO

W. Atlee Burpee Co.
Dept. CFC
Warminister, PA 18974

Clyde Robin
P0 Box 209 1

Castro Valley, CA 94546

Manufactured Bwial Containers

Jolly Roger Surplus Company
P0 Box 7Ol2
Van Nuys, CA I l40g

82 -63-
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Iolly Roger Surplus Company
P0 Box 53
Roxbury, PA 17251,

Jerry's Barrels
Rt. I Box 573
Greenville, MS 38701

Glenns Trading Post
Poverty Flat
P0 Box 857 Dept ASG
Edgar, AZ 85925

Sherwood Distributing Inc.
1871,4 Parthenia St.
Northridge, CA 913i24

Better Safe
Box 428
Dufur, 0R 97021

Shotgun News
P0 Box 669
Hastings, NB 68901

SI Equipment
P0 Box 4727
Carson, CA 90749

GRD Supplies
P0 Box 3041
San Diego, CA 92103

I
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Brigade Quartermasters Ltd.
266 Roswell St.

' Marietta, GA 30060-9988

Continental Supply
20 GrilIith Lane
Ridgefield, CT 06877

Dessicants

Nasco Inc.
P0 Box 643
E. Greenwich, RI 02818

Sargent-Welch
7300 No. Linder Ave.
Skokie,IL 60076

Hydrosorbent Co.
P0 Box 675
Rye, NY 10580

Key Products (VA-PO-TEX)
P0 Box 601
La Canada, CA 9101 1

Survival,lnc.
P0 Box 2246
Culver City, CA 90230

Vt /R Scientific
P0 Box 32OO
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Rincon Annex
San Francisco, CA 941 19

Cosmoline

Southwestern Arms Co. Inc.
Rt. 28, Box B4A
Milford, Ny. 13807

B.W. Trading Co.
Box 692-1016
Newark, 0H 43055

Cene Lightsey
559 Park Terrace
Birmingham, A-L 36228

Publications

Gun Week
P0 Box 150
Sidney, 0H 45365

Loompanics Unlimited
P0 Box 1.1,97
Port Townsend, WA 9836S

Plastic Caatings

Cope Plastics
1111 W. Selmar
Godfrey,IL 62035
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Dipseal Plastics
2311,23rd Ave.
Rockford,IL 61101

Plasti-Dip International
1,458 West Country Road C
St. Paul, MN S51 t g

FueI Preservative

Student Service Inc.
622W. Colorado Sr.
Glendale, CA 91204

Am m unition Info rm ation

S.A.A.M.I.
420 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 1001 z
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YOU WILL ALSO WANT TO READ:
tr 25052 HOMEMADE GUNS Er.rO TiOTUEMADE AMMO,bYRonald B, Brown. This book shows how fo buitd a shotgun instep_by-step inustrations, how to use common jhor;;il; ;t"il, i"''.n"r"your own arylmo, how to safely test your himemade guns and muchmore. A musr for gun enthusiasts. /984 ;td x 8%, tSi pp, iiturii"t"a,
soft cover. $9.95.

n 13063 sURvtvAL BARTERTN G, by Duncan Long.peopte
barter for different reasons - to.avoid taxes] to obtain a bettJr lifestyre
- or just for fun! This book takes a took lt th€ time coming wnerebarter is no longer an interesting hobby, bulp necessity!Learing howto barter now could be the-best insurince you,u" eue, naOl igiO, sUx 8%,56 pp, soft cover. g7.gi. i
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